Networked Digital
Power Controllers

W I T H A U T O - C O N T R O LTM T E C H N O L O G Y

►

Rapid Time-to-Market

►

Increased Efficiency

►

Increased Reliability
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Rapid Power System Development
Auto-Control™ means:
•
•
•
•

NO External compensation
NO Complex loop stability calculations
NO Time consuming characterization
NO Marginal designs

and enables . . .

Powervation’s technology makes it as simple as it can
get. Power-up can be achieved in minutes. All settings are
done from your computer. Just enter output voltage, current
and current sense values into the GUI, and then power ON.
No

need

for

complex

PID

coefficient

calculations!

Powervation’s unique Auto-control™ automatically adjusts
the control loop real-time for every single switching cycle to
assure that the voltage remains precisely regulated, even
during fast transient load-step changes.

•
•
•
•
•

50% fewer components
80-90% less development time
No hardware adjustments
Higher Power Density
Fast configuration of complex
power management circuits
• Increased efficiency
• Improved reliability

Auto-control™ gives back to engineers all of the guardbands built in as gain and phase margin, and this means
smaller output filters, better transient performance, ability to
use low ESR capacitance (e.g. all ceramic), and importantly
guaranteed stability for the life of the system.
If you want complex power management controls – tracking,
sequencing, margining, fault monitoring alarms, automatic
add/drop of phases, current sharing etc – that’s built in too!

Rapid Verification
Monitor all major circuit blocks
via I2C/PMBus/SMBus interface

Time-to-Market is one of the key challenges facing
engineering today. One of the big time consumers is testing
and verification of a system under all operating conditions to

Highly Accurate readout of:
- Voltage
- Current
- Temperature
- Power
Real–Time Control for:
- Voltage Margining

assure safe and reliable operation for the life of the system.
This is especially the case where complex power architectures
are used.
How does Powervation technology help?
Powervation controllers have ‘built-in’ technology that give
engineers real-time readout for input and output voltage,
output current and temperature - all with unprecedented
accuracy - from every point-of-load. All of this is over

- Testing

one single communication bus, right to your computer. This

- Assessing

is every design engineer’s dream! Now finally you can see

- Identifying
- Determining

how power is consumed by every major circuit on your board,
identify hot-spots, understand the impact of software on power
efficiency, and set up alarms and fault monitoring. Doing this
any other way involves compromise and weeks of work!

• Highly accurate readout
• Set point accuracy 0.5%

Differential Current Sensing
•
•
•
•

Auto-zero calibration
Better than 5% accuracy under all conditions
Continuous temperature correction
DCR and SenseFET ready

Differential Temperature Sense

• Better than +/-3°C accuracy
• BJT/ΔVBE/NTC and single ended
• External (single/dual phase) measurement
Internal measurement

What’s Inside

really makes a difference
Differential
output voltage
sense

Differential
current sense

Input voltage
sense

Configuration Resistors

• No need for PMBus!
• Call up pre-programmed settings with just an
external resistor

Voltage Tracking

• Track ratiometrically an external reference
voltage (50/100%)
• Tightly control voltages to assure silicon is not
damaged during power-up.

Temperature
sense
Tjunction

Configuration
resistors

MUX
ADC

Data Acquisition System

Differential Output Voltage Sensing

Non Volatile Memory
•
•
•
•

Proprietary fuse-based memory
Much more reliable than EEPROM
20 year+ stable
Suitable for high temperature operation

Voltage
tracking

RISC Processor

• Designed by us – specifically for power
conversion
• 16 bit proprietary RISC @ 64 MHz
• Fast and reliable power/fault management
• Ultra low power consumption

What is Auto-ControlTM?
Auto-control™ uses our DSP to solve a complex matrix equation (based
on Bode’s integral theorem). We then re-compensate the loop every
switching cycle to assure stability. Since our DSP is running very fast,
it responds dynamically during transient load step changes to assure
critical damping of the output voltage. The controller not only deals with
short term changes such as load transients, add/drop phases etc., but
also longer term changes such as component ageing, changes in load
(common for FPGAs with firmware etc.).
The benefits over fixed compensation, programmable PID, or state
machine solutions:
• No complex loop compensation calculations and testing.
• No iterative design process.
• Optimum transient performance - variable bandwidth!
• Accounts for component ageing real-time
• Improves reliability of system!

ADC

• High Precision, Low Latency, 11-bit SAR
• Fast transient response!

LCP

• Super-fast analog control for instantaneous
short-circuit current protection

Digital Stress Sharing (DSS)
Digital Stress
Share

LCP

DPWM

• Temperature compensated current share
• Eliminate hotspots
• Accurate current share up to 5 POLs, 10phases in parallel

DPWM Outputs

DSP

Power/fault
management

• 15-17 Bit Resolution
• Ultra-low ripple – <5mVpp (typ)
• 2-Phase Controller
• Compatible with wide range of external Drivers
		 - Tri-state
		 - Tri-state + Enable pin.
		 - Tri-state + Diode Emulation pin.
		 - Non-tri-state + Low-Side Enable pin

Power/Fault Managing

RISC

SMBus
SVID

RAM

Oscillator/PLL
Synchronisation

• Comprehensive range of PMBus commands
supported for
• Power Management
• Fault Management

SMBus/SVID

• Serial data interface using I2C
• SMBus/PMBus or
• SVID to VR12/IMVP Standard

NVM

Synchronization

• Accurate PLL enables precise sequencing and
out-phasing control of up to 32 controllers

Proprietary DSP

Traditional
Control

with
Auto-ControlTM

25% Load Step

(four overlaid traces for varying capacitance & inductors)

• Designed by us – specifically for power
conversion
• Runs our Auto-control™ algorithm for
permanent stability
• Low power consumption/greater efficiency
• Tight regulation – 0.1% load/line

Smart Grid
for Platforms
Advances in FET and inductor technology are now enabling
theoretical limits for power conversion efficiency to be reached.
The next giant leap forward in power savings can be achieved
by thinking ‘system’ rather than voltage island.
System efficiency is often sub-optimal because systems
designers have to build in guard-bands to assure correct
operation over all conditions. Equally, power architectures
can be less than efficient because they are unable to adapt to
changing conditions. At the component level it is estimated
that on average all silicon is over-powered by about 40%. All of
these issues mean that there is substantial power savings to be
made if we are able to see what is happening.
Powervation’s digital controllers use state-of-art SoC circuits to
enable customers for the first time to accurately measure
voltage, time-averaged current and temperature at every
major circuit block in a system and provide this information
real-time on an I2C bus to a microcontroller etc. With this data,
customers can start to employ power savings regimes that
have demonstrated 20-40% power reduction at the platform
level.
Such power savings regimes are also made significantly easier
because of Powervation technology:- Auto-control™ for stability
when adding/dropping phases and changes in load; real-time
voltage scaling enabled by high speed SVID bus architecture;
multiple-level power states from ‘sleep’, through ‘standby’
to discontinuous diode-emulation mode, and from single- to
multiple-phase.
It is not just Digital Power that enables power savings. It is
Powervation technology!

Enabling the
Next Generation of
intelligent and efficient
systems design
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Product Selection
Feature/Specification

PV3002

PV3501

PV3012

PV3011

Vin

3.3-16V

3.3-16V

3.3-16V

3.3-16V

Vout

0.6-2.5V

0.6-5.5V (resistor divider)

0.6-5.5V

0.6-5.5V

# Outputs

1

1

1

1

# Phases

2

2

2

1

Max Frequency kHz (Dual phase)

(500)

1000

1000 (500)

1000

Package

5x5 QFN/32

5x5 QFN/32

5x5 QFN/32

36 pin LGA

Temperature Range

-40…+125°C

-40…+125°C

-40…+125°C

-40…+125°C

Auto-Control™

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

PMBus/SVID

PMBus

No

PMBus/SVID

PMBus or SVID

Light Load Efficiency

Phase Shedding

Phase Shedding

Phase Shed/Diode Emulation

Phase Shed/Diode Emulation

Tracking

No

No

Yes

Yes

Sequencing/Margining

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Power Saving Mode

Power Down,
1 Phase , 2 Phase

Power Down,
1 Phase, 2 Phase

Power Down, Standby, Idle,
1 Phase, 2 Phase

Power Down, Standby, Idle,
1 Phase

30A/μS

Availability

Now

Now

Q1,2011

Q1,2011

PIN 1

DSS

1

SCL

Serial
Interfac
e

2

SDA

5

PG
SYNC

6
7

22
21
20
19

8

15
TSEN

ISEN2N

CLM

ADDR2

Resisto
r
Program
min

Graphical User Interface
Simply enter current sense
element value & output voltage
target, then Auto-controlTM does
the rest of the work.

g

ADDR1
16

13

14

GPI

VSET

9

10

11

12
DMD1

PWM2

DMD2

PWM1

ISEN1P

ISEN1N

ISEN2P

FSW

18
17

The Powervation Eval Kit
* Test-Drive Auto-ControlTM
* Add / Drop Phases
* Swap In / Out Capacitance
* Real-Time Monitor & Control

VSENN

23

32 Pin
QF
5 x 5 mmN
Expose
Connect d Pad
to SGND

4

CTRL

Browse website for:
* Datasheets
* Applicatiion Notes
* White Papers
* Company News

24

3

SALRT

SYSG

VOS

Yes

30A/μS
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Yes

10A/μS

VDD33A

No

10A/μS

VINSEN

No

Max Transient Slew Rate

VSENP

Single Pin Configuration
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Anti-Fuse NVM

27

Anti-Fuse NVM

26

Anti-Fuse NVM

DGND

Anti-fuse NVM

VCORE

Memory Type

VDD33D

BJT, ∆Vbe, Active Thermistor;
Differential

AGND

DCR / Ext R / SenseFET

BJT, ∆Vbe, Active Thermistor;
Differential

32

DCR / Ext R / SenseFET

Active Thermistor;
Single end

31

DCR / Ext R

30

DCR / Ext R
Active Thermistor;
Single end

29

Current Measuring Method
Temperature Measuring Method
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Powervation Inc.

Powervation Ltd

Powervation Inc.

2665 North First Street, Suite 206

Block 1, International Science Centre

sales.asia@powervation.com

San Jose, CA 95134
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Tel: +1 852 94630072

Tel: +1 650 988 8900
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Tel: +353 61 506608

